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Brillouin scattering from isotropic metals is investigated experimentally and theoretically. The observation of
highly asymmetric Brillouin spectra from liquid mercury and liquid gallium is reported. A comparison is

made between theory and experiment; the theory includes the damping of the acoustic phonons. It is found

that the present state of the theory only qualitatively describes the Brillouin scattering of light from highly

opaque materials. The velocities of sound of mercury and gallium deduced from the measurements are found

to be 38% larger than the corresponding values determined by ultrasonic techniques. The observed intensity is

at least an order of magnitude larger than the theory predicts, and the line shape, especially in the case of
liquid gallium, differs appreciably from the theoretical line shape. The major origin of the discrepancy between

theory and experiment is believed to be the simple model employed for the description of the dynamics of the

density f1uctuations near the surface. The spectra observed may therefore contribute to further understanding
of the surface physics of liquid metals.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1971, the first prediction of the intensity and

spectrum of light inelastically scattered from the
long-wavelength acoustic modes in metallic and

semiconducting crystals was made. " In these
articles, it was shown that when the extinction
index of the scatterer becomes as large as, or
even larger than, the refractive index, the Bril-
louin spectra become highly asymmetric, exhibit-
ing a sharp cutoff frequency followed by a long
tail. It is the purpose of the present paper to in-
vestigate the experimental observation of these
rather unusual Brillouin spectra. Brillouin-scat-
tering measurements from the metals liquid mer-
cury and liquid gallium are reported showing the
asymmetric line shape.

During 1970-1972, Sandercock' ' made the first
successful Brillouin-scattering measurements on
nontransparent semiconductors. By using a multi-
ple-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer, he achieved
a trememdous increase in contrast which meant
that the large amount of elastically scattered light
arising from surface defects, which completely
swamps the much weaker Brillouin components,
could be rejected. The spectra he observed from
the semiconductors were broad Lorentzians in
agreement with the theory he presented in which
the approximation was made that the extinction
index was small compared to the refractive index.

Our experimental approach was to assemble a
spectrometer similar to the one designed by San-
dercock." The contrast of our five-pass Fabry-
Perot interferometer was in excess of 10" so that
the large amount of diffuse elastic scattering from
the surface could be rejected. In addition, it was
found necessary to clean the sample surfaces and
keep them under vacuum. A description of the

present interferometer and sample preparation
is given in Sec. II of this paper.

Section III contains a concise description of the
theory of Brillouin scattering from a general non-
transparent isotropic material, in particular from
a liquid metal. The damping of the thermal phonons
has been included. Moreover, the scattering from
the isobaric density fluctuations in a nontranspar-
ent medium is treated.

Section IV contains our spectral data from mer-
cury and gallium, and, finally, Sec. V deals with
a comparison of these data with the theory pre-
sented in Sec. III.

The mks system of Giorgi is employed through-
out this paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. Brillouin spectrometer

A Brillouin spectrometer is used to measure the
power, the spectral composition, and the polariza-
tion of monochromatic light inelastieally scattered
from a sample. With regard to the spectral com-
position of the inelastically scattered light, Bril-
louin spectroscopy is somewhat arbitrarily con-
fined to a frequency band between 150 MHz-500
GHz, i.e., 0.005-16 em ' around the frequency,
v, =6&10"Hz, of the incident light. It should be
clear that the Fabry-Perot interferometer is ideal
for resolving this frequency band.

I.et us consider the Qow diagram of the spec-
trometer as depicted in Fig. 1, The spectrometer
has many similarities to the one of Sandercock. '*'
A laser beam is focused by the lens l, on a sample
which is a highly reflective metal surface. Through
an interaction process, some of this incident light
is scattered inelastically and collected by the lens
l~. In order to unambiguously define the scattering
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FIG. 1. Brillouin spectrometer. I& and M2 are
mirrors; l

&
—l6 are lenses, A.

&
and A2 are apertures;

P is a polarizer; P &
and p2 are pinholes; pr& and pr2 are

prisms; gr is a grating.

volume in the sample, a spatial filter consisting
of the two confocal lenses L, and L4, and a pinhole

P, is introduced. Between this spatial filter and
the collecting lens, a polarization analyzer P and
an aperture A, to limit the beam diameter are in-
serted. The beam of parallel light leaving the
spatial filter contains mainly light elastically
scattered from surface imperfections or impuri-
ties. The tiny signal in which we are interested is
filtered out from this elastically scattered light
by the piezoelectrically scanned plane Fabry-Perot
interferometer. The contrast and finesse of this
instrument are drastically improved by routing the
transmitted beam sequentially through five differ-
ent portions of the interferometer mirrors. This
is accomplished by means of the two prisms, pr,
and pl ~.

In order to ensure that the contrast of the multi-
ple-pass instrument is not affected by the diver-
gence of the beam leaving the spatial filter, the
focal length f of l, and l„and the diameter p,
have to be chosen in such a way that

(2.1)

In Eq. (2.1), &, is the wavelength of the incident
light, d is the distance between the interferometer
plates, and N, is the measured single-pass finesse.

The focal lengths of L, and L, are then determined
by the condition that the incident focal spot on the
sample has to be imaged right on or inside P, .

The light beam leaving the interferometer is i.n-

cident on the grating gr, which diffracts strongly
in the second order all the light whose frequencies
lie within a range which is determined by the pin-
hole P, and the lens L, . This discriminates against
larger shifts which may show up due to fluores-
cence or Raman scattering. The pinhole P, is
reimaged on the sensitive area. of the photomulti-
plier by the lens L, .

The electrical signal leaving the photomultiplier
is discriminated, amplified, and then fed into a
photon counter. Its digital output is recorded on a
400-channel analyzer.

The Fabry-Perot interferometer is scanned by
using the ramp voltage of the display oscilloscope.
Each scan is 5 sec. The resulting signals are add-
ed on the 400-channel analyzer. Each sweep of
the 400-channel analyzer begins at a fixed delay
from the center of the first peak which shows up
at the beginning of each scan when the interferom-
eter is on resonance at the frequency of the inci-
dent light. The limiting noise is the dark count
rate of the photomultiplier. An ITT FW130 tube
is used having a 0.36-mm-diam photocathode.
Uncooled, its dark count rate is 3 count per
second.

The weakly diffracted first-order signal from
the grating is detected by an insensitive photomul-
tiplier and used to actuate the start of the sweep
of the 400-channel analyzer. It also serves to sta-
bilize the interferometer by me". ns of an elec-
tronic servo system.

A shutter between P, and L, can be activated for
an adjustable time interval whenever the photon
count rate exceeds a preset value, thus preventing
saturation of the photomultiplier „

The optical part of the spectrometer is mounted
on a vibration-isolated table. The mechanical
stability of this table must be such that the image
of the focal spot at the sample never misses the
pinhole s.

The total efficiency q of the spectrometer can be
defined as the ratio of the number of cou gs/sec
recorded by the photon counter and the number of
photons/sec leaving the lens l, The efficienc. y was
calibrated in a. scattering measurement on metha-
nol. The contrast is the ratio of the maximum
transmission of the interferometer on resonance
to its minimum transmission at antiresonance for
monochromatic radiation. By suitably attenuating
the input signal on resonance, and removing the
attenuation off resonance, it was possible to make
direct contrast measurements using the photon
counter. The values of q, together with the ex-
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perimentally determined values of the five pass
contrast, C„and the five pass finesse, N„ofthe
interferometer are collected in Table I for the
two strong lines of the Ar-ion laser. The varia-
tion of C„N„andq with ~0 result from the fact
that the ref lectivity of the interferometer mirrors
also depends on ~,. For a detailed description of
the interferometer, the reader is referred to Ref.
6, Chap. 3.

B. Sample preparation

We concentrated on liquid metals which were
readily available. Triply distilled mercury was
purchased; the gallium obtained was specified to
be 99.99999% pure. As our initial measurements
on mercury and gallium surfaces exposed to air
indicated surface contamination, ' a cell was de-
signed to allow removal of adsorbed surface films
(Fig. 2).

The cleaning procedure for the liquid-metal sur-
faces was similar to the one Faber and Smith'
applied to their ellipsometric measurements on
liquid metals. After the cell is evacuated, heliuID
is admitted and the surface is cleaned in a glow
discharge. The discharge occurs at a pressure of
=0.5 Torr and when =700 V is applied between the
anode and the cathode. After the discharge, the
cell is reevacuated, and the pressure is kept well
below 10 ~ Torr by an oil diffusion pump with a
liquid nitrogen trap. Faber and Smith' showed that
at this pre s sure the sur face r ema inc d clean.

III. THEORETICAL APPROACH

In this section, expressions for the smoothed
energy spectrum of light inelastically scattered
from the acoustic density fluctuations in isotropic
nontransparent media are given. Emphasis is
placed on the physics of the scattering process and
the assumptions which are made to arrive at the
final formulas. This is done to clarify the dis-
crepancies which appear between theory and ex-
periment. The details of the derivations can be
found elsewhere. " The correspondence or dis-
agreement with earlier calculations is noted where
pertinent.

The analysis of Brillouin scattering from non-
transparent media may be separated into three
topics. First, the mechanism by which the inci-

o((u) = ', .
' =— . ' I[n((u)+ i~((u)]' —Ij,

(3.1)

where the permittivity is set equal to eo = (I/36m)
&&10 ' F/m. In Eq. (3.1), cu denotes an angular
frequency, N, is the density of free electrons,

To vacuum
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dent light couples to the density fluctuations has to
be constructed. Second, the incident light pene-
trates a shallow depth into the scatterer. Hence,
the electromagnetic boundary condition problem
of a localized source embedded in the scatterer
just below a planar interface and radiating into the
vacuum above that interface has to be solved.
Third, the dynamics of the density fluctuations
appropriate to the scattering volume must be em-
ployed.

In regard to the first topic, the coupling mecha-
nism, it is convenient to consider the effects of
the bound and free electrons separately. The
thermodynamic density fluctuations modulate the
permittivity which pertains to the response of the
bound electrons, and the electrical conductivity
which pertains to the response of the free elec-
trons. En the case of transparent materials or
highly polarizable semiconductors such as silicon
and germanium, the coupling between the per-
mittivity and the density is determined by the
creation of dipoles and governed by the I.orentz-
I.orenz relation. For such materials, the elec-
trical conductivity can be neglected at optical fre-
quencies. However, for the case of liquid metals,
the optical constants are predominantly deter-
mined by the electrical conductivity o(ru), ' as may
be expressed by the Drude formula

TABLE I. Five-pass contrast C5, five-pass finesse
Ns, and efficiency q of the present spectrometer.

~0 [nm]

488
514.5

=10"
p 10l2

45+5
90+10

q (counts/'photon)

0.33+o
0.15%

»II W

iRSK4

FIG. 2. Sample cell.



e Rnd ~e Rle the electronic charge RMl mass, 7&
is the Drude relaxation time, and n(au) and «(~)
are the refractive and extinction indices.

According to Spector, '0 fox' longitudinal ionic
dl.splRcements lD metals chRrge QeutrRlity ls
maintained thr ough pux'ely electromagnetic coupling
behveen the ions Rnd the free electrons up to fxe-

UeQc les Rppx'GRching the plasma fl equeDcy, In
other words, the free electx'ons instantaneously
follow the longitudinal ionic displacements. There-
fore, the fluctuations in the density of ions p modu-
late the electrical conductivity as

(3.2a)

As can be seen from Eq. (3.1)

(3.2b)

Consequently, Brillouin scattering fx om liquid
metals is light scattering from the free electx'ons,
The density fluctuations produce an excess cux'rent
density, b J(r, &o,}, which can be expressed as

AJ(r, (u, ) =b, &r(r; (u„(u,)E,(r, (u, ), (3.3)

where E,(r, &u, ) stands for the given incident elec-
tric field inside the scatterer with angular fre-
quency ~0, and ~, denotes the angular frequency
of the inelastically scattered fieM.

The second topic, the radiation of a source
Rcx'oss R plRQe, Rl lses from the experimental con-
dltlons. The lncldent 1Rsex' beam ls focused to R

small spot at the metal-vacuum interface and
penetx'Rtes GDly R f8%' hundx'ed Rngstroms into
liquid mercury or gallium. In a backscattering
geometx'y, the emerging inelastically scattered
light is collected at the point I' of observation
(Flg. 3). Sillce P is lllally wavelellgths of ligllt
distant from the focal spot and outside the scatter-

2

8 4) -K(d
n((u) + «(&u)

(3.4)

%here ~ is either 'the Rngle of incidence ~oq Gx' the
angle of observation 6)~. This condition is fulfilled
by most semiconductox"s and liquid metals, When

Eq. (3.4) holds, the scattered far field can be
written"

E,(r~, ~,)=6(r~;~„.e,)

i(q, 2nk, }+2-«k,
'

In Eq. (3.5), the optical constants are evaluated
at v, ignoring the dispel sion over the frequency
interval [~„&u,], and the propagation constants
of the incident and scattered fields outside the
scatterer are set equal to &,. The vectox"

G(r~; &u„.d, ), in Eq. (3.5) can be expressed

G(r~i ~el 80) = ' &6 Po(fii801 11+4eoi1~)

(3.5)

er, Rnd since the scattering volume subtends a
very small solid angle vrith respect to P, me need
to find the far-field solutions for the electromag-
netic field vectors, E,(r~, e,) and H, (r~, &u, }, scat-
tex'ed from the dellslty fluctuations. These fleM
vectors ax'e determined by the Maxwell equations
with the source term of Eq. (3.3).

The solution to the I'esultlDg electromagnetic-
boundary-condition problem may be obtR1Ded ln
vax'ious maya. Our approach is to decompose both
the soux'ce Rnd the fRr fieM into vector components
parallel and perpendicular to the plane of observa-
tion, This decomposition was fll st 1Qtl oduced by
Gasper et fjE. ' Rnd Rpplled by Dll ' to the px'ob-

lem of Bx'illouin scattering from metals. The
advantage of this approach is that the transfer
coefficients connecting the fields inside and out-
side the scatterex' are the familiar Fresnel coeffi-
cients multiplied by a divergence factor. This
fRctox' Recounts fox' the dlffex'ence ln dlvex'gence of
the fields inside and outside the scatterex'. Oux'

foxmulas simplify if ere consider materials for
which

cos(8 } e'""&
n+i x 4gRp

(3.6)

Free Space
P o

PIG. 3. Scattexing geometry, We sample surface is
the xy plane; &0, po, and a'(m) stand for permittivity,
permeability, and conductivity; P is the point of observa-
tion; 80 and 0+ are the angles of incidence and observa-
tion ko and k are the wave vectors of the incident and
scattered light outside the metal; BI, is the distance be-
tween P and 0, the focus of the incMent laser beam.

in which i10=4vx10 H/m denotes the permeability
of fx'ee space2

"s = ~s(~000} (3.V)

is the propagation constant of the scattex"ed vrave

outside the scatterer, R~ is the distance between
P and the source, and S; is the area of the incident
laser beam focused onto the scatterer (Fig. 3).
Inspection of Eq. (3.6) shows that it contains two
vector components, one parallel i and one per-
pendicular i~ to the plane of observation. The



source term of Eq. (3.3) is proportional to the
given incident electric field just across the bound-
ary inside the scatterer

e, =-E,(r =0', (u,), (3.3)

q, =&,[sin(80) —sin(8~)], (3.11)

which is determined by the scattering geometry
(Fig. 3) The fixed value of q reflects the fact
that the components of the electromagnetic fieM
vectors parallel to the scattering sux'face are
conserved across the boundary. For nontrans-
parent scatterers (xw0), Eq. {3.5) shows that in a
range 0 ~ lq, l

& 2x&, there are contributions to the
scattering process reflecting the spatial decay of
both the lncldent. Rnd the scRttel'ed wRve.

At this point it is appx opriate to compare the
formulas pxesented here with the cox xespondlng
expx'esslons given ln p1 evlous work. Vixen the
planes of incidence and observation ax'e chosen to
coincide with the &8 plRne, Rnd when the incident

which is also decomposed into components parallel
e„,and perpendicular e,~ to the plane of observa-
tion. Under the assumption of Eq. (3.4), e,~~

is the
component of eo parallel to the interface. The
electromagnetic fields radiated by this source are
transferred across the boundary by the familiar
Fresnel coefficients

2(n+ix}
I+(n+ix)cos(8~) '

2(n+ in)
n+i x+cos(8~) '

multiplied by the divergence factor cos(8~)/(n+i z).
Note that the formulas given here only hold when
Eq. {3.4} is applicable.

The expx'ession foI' the scRttel ed electric fRI'

field given by Eq. (3.5) is equivalent with the cor-
responding expression in the transparent case
given by Fabeiinskii [Ref. 13, Eqs. {1.20)-(1.22)].
In this latter case w =0 and the denominator in Eq.
(3.5) reduces to a resonant term so that only

q, =2nk, contributes to the summation. Here, g
denote the propagation constants in the spatial
Fourier expansion of b o(r),

q =- (q'. +q', )~', (3.10)

where q, is the component of q parallel to the
surface,

&&,(&„&) =
~

&p, (&, —&,).8O((u, }
Bp

Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) we find

acr(cv, ) (n+i x) —1 &o,e,
gp p

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

so that after substitution ln Eq. (3.5), Eq. (3.12)
1 educes to

1
l p l

l(n I lc) 1l

(I&p. (~.—~.)l'&
(q, —2nk, )'+ (2xk, }' '

Equation (3.14) leads to the third topic, that of
the dynamics of the random density fluctuations.
The smoothed energy spectrum of the density fluc-
tuations, (leap, {&u, —(oo}l2), in a region very close
to a surface (a few hundred angstroms) may well
be affected by the presence of this interface. How-
ever, a first calculation for this enex'gy spectrum
ean be obtained from the small signal acoustic
equations which hold for an infinite continuum.
Using these equations, it is shown in Ref. 6 that

electric field is polarized parallel to the Y axis,
examination of Eqs. (3.5)-(3.9) shows that the fac-
tor 2&, cos(8~)S,/4'~ is missing in the Mills e«&.
formulas [Ref. 14, Eqs. (2.12)-(2.13)]. This dis-
erepaney arises because these authors did not per-
form the asymptotic expansion appropx iate for the
far-field integral expression for E,(r~, ru, }. It is
this expansion which leads to the B~' dependence
of the field vectors and to the divergence factor.
The detailed derivation of our expressions can be
found in Refs. 6 and 8, where more general eases
are treated.

The quantity of experimental interest is the ener-
gy arriving at the point of observation per unit area
and per unit frequency interval. This quantity
equals the smoothed theox'etical energy spectrum
S(r~, &u, ) of the scattered wave and is defined by"

S(r&, ~.)-=(I/v)(&. /p. )'"IE.(r&, ~.)l'. {3.12)

Before substituting Eq. (3.5) in Eq. (3.12), we note
that through the assumption of purely eleetromag-
netie coupling between the fluctuating density of
ions and the free electrons [Eq. (3.2)], the coeffi-
cients of the spatial Fourier expansion of
Eo(r; QJ~, &00) can be rewritten

(l&p, (~, —~.)l ) =x 'z p'7 '[@(e ~, ft-~{q); yd {q)}-+&(~.—~, +II.~(q); y~(q})]
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where P~ ~ denotes the adiabatic, or isothermal,
compressibility, k denotes Boltzmann's constant,
T is the absolute temperature, V, is the interaction
volume, T is the time of observation, and

(3.16)

IO—

05—

IO—

05—

rq'
27rc

n= l.4
+=0

n=l. 4
7C =O, l

denotes the normalized Lorentz function. The
time of observation appears explicitly in Eq. (3.15)
because the smoothing process is an integration
over time. To get the time average, both sides
must be divided by T and that is the more common
form for the expression.

The first two Lorentzians in Eq. (3.15) are the
anti-Stokes and the Stokes components, respective-
ly, which are a result of scattering from thermal
sound waves traveling in opposite directions. The
last Lorentzian originates with the scattering from
nonpropagating diffusive heat waves. For values
of q such that

q «/x, (3.17)

v being the velocity of sound and p denoting the
thermal diffusivity, the angular frequency and the
inverse relaxation times of the adiabatic and iso-
baric density fluctuations are given by their long-
wavelength limits, i.e.,

O„(q)= vq, y~(q) =1'q', y;, (q) =2xq, (3.18)

where I' is a damping coefficient.
The line shape of the energy spectrum is deter-

mined by the summation in Eq. (3.14), where each
term is a Lorentzian as given by Eq. (3.15) divided

by a weighting function. The summation in Eq.
(3.14}can be evaluated numerically or analytically
by conversion into an integral. The result of this
conversion into an integral is given in the Appen-
dix,

The resulting line shapes for the anti-Stokes
component are illustrated in Fig. 4 for different
values of the extinction index &. It can be concluded
from these theoretical spectra that when the scat-
terer becomes more opaque, the Brillouin spectra
first form broad symmetric Lorentzians as was
pointed out by Sandercock. 4 These spectra do not
contain observable information about the damping
of the phonons. When w becomes larger than n, as
is the case for liquid mercury and gallium, the
spectra become highly asymmetric showing a
sharp onset frequency when q =q, . This cutoff fre-
quency reflects the conservation of the wave vec-
tors parallel to the interface. The line shape of
the spectrum around this cutoff frequency is given
by f(5) in Eq. (A5} and does contain direct infor-
mation. about the velocity and the damping of the
phonons. The spectrum after the cutoff frequency
decreases as

0
Z IO-
LLI

Z
~05—

n =1.4
N. =0.8

IO—

05— 3r q7r

q~v 27r c

27rc ~
O. I 0.2 0.3

FREQUENCY SHIFT (cm j

n= l.4
&=4.4

I

0.4 0.5

FIG. 4. Brillouin line shapes for materials of increas-
ing opacity. The optical constants, n and f(.', of the bot-
tom curve pertain to liquid mercury (Ref. 7j. c is the
velocity of light with propagation constant k„vis the
velocity of sound with damping j. and propagation con-
stant q; q, is the component of q parallel to the surface.

1 1

for ~ —ru —q v &&1'q2, '(3.19)

a result that was derived earlier by Bennett et al. '
For frequencies ~, —coo oq,v the spectrum de-
creases to zero according to the function given by
Eq. (A2a). This long tail, beginning at roughly
O.i cm ' for the case n =1.4 and & =4.4 in Fig. 4,
reflects the participation of all q, components for
which O~q, &2~&, in the scattering process. All
these components participate because both the
incident and the inelastically scattered wave con-
tain a range of spatial Fourier components per-
pendicular to the interface.

It should be clear that the Stokes component
f, (a&, —&u, ) in the Brillouin spectra is given by

fs(&u —u), ) =I„s(u),—(uo). (3.20)

In Sec. IV we discuss the observation of these
highly asymmetric Brillouin spectra from non-
transparent media.

IV. DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS

A. Data acquisition

Once the liquid-metal surfaces were cleaned
in a glow discharge, there were two major prob-
lems in taking the measurements. The first prob-
lem was to obtain a quiescent surface, a problem
which was especially difficult with mercury.
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The second problem was the imaging of the focal
spot on the pinhole P, by the collecting lens L,

(Fig. &). Since the liquid-metal surfaces were so
clean and smooth, they acted as ideal mirrors, and
it was difficult to locate the exact position of the
focal spot of the incident laser beam on the metal.
In order to recognize the real focal spot in a back-
ground of many extraneous reflections, a micro-
scope was focused on the pinhole P, . By changing
the position of the collecting lens L„andviewing
through the microscope, the very weak but dis-
tinct focal spot could be imaged on P, .

The mercury was held at room temperature,
T„;—297 K; the temperature of the gallium was
maintained at TG;—378 K, well above its melting
temperature of 302 K. The power of the incident
laser was between 200 and 300 mW, a power low
enough to prevent surface distortion due to heating.
When the laser beam was focused on the sample,
the temperature of the bulk increased an additional
2 K.

Scattering measurements were performed with
the 514.5-nm argon-ion laser line polarized either
in the plane of incidence or perpendicular to it,
either case giving spectra of equal quality. As
mentioned before, the plane of incidence was ar-
ranged to coincide with the plane of observation.
The scattering geometry was such that the wave
vector of the incident light kp was perpendicular to
the direction of observation, given by k, . The in-
stability of the mercury surface prevented longer
accumulation times than 1 h. For gallium the
accumulation time was typically 2 h.

I

vacuum
k s I o

I— k 0// //////
O cQ c Hg

Io 0 ~ ~Z l- 0Q U ~ ~ ~ e
O ~ ~

et cn +' y NI h ~ ~ ~

EA e 4.ewe 0+ + ee e+e t eceo e N4J e~ IW+ 0+&% 1O l ~ e ~ fmS
Q W + ~ ~ OQH I H+ ~ 11 l ~~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ e '~0 ~ 1fyJ+ ~ hf

~ ~
Z ~—DARK

COUNT

0 0.22 —0.22 —O. I I 00.I I

REQUE CY SHIFT
L

cm

overlapping order s.
Since the signals are weak, there is a large

spread in the data points due to the Poisson dis-
tribution of the photoelectrons. Therefore, the
data must be smoothed. We accomplished this
using the Fortran scientific subroutine tCSSMU
which is designed to smooth Poisson noise. The
shaded areas in Fig. 5 are the regions within one
standard deviation of this smoothed curve. The
solid line is the theoretical line shape as deter-
mined by Eqs. (A2)-(A5) convolved with the in-
strumental prof ile.

One can see a similarity of features between the
shaded areas and the solid curves. The onset
frequencies are apparent as are definite asym-
metries in the observed spectral line shapes. A

detailed comparison with theory is discussed

B. Data analysis

Typical Brillouin spectra taken from liquid mer-
cury and liquid gallium are shown in Fig. 5. Each
dot represents the accumulated number of photo-
electrons in one channel of the 400-channel analy-
zer. Each channel corresponds to an identical
frequency interval, the size of which is the ratio
of the free spectral range of the interferometer and
the total number of channels between two succes-
sive maxima. These maxima define two zero-
frequency shifts in Fig. 5 corresponding to the
resonant transmission at the laser frequency of
two successive orders of the interferometer. This
large amount of scattering is due to diffuse reflec-
tion at the metal surface. The interval to the right
of the first maximum corresponds to a positive
frequency anti-Stokes shift, and the interval to the
left corresponds to a negative frequency Stokes
shift. Note that frequencies which differ by an
integral multiple of the free spectral range are
transmitted simultaneously. Therefore, the signal
in the center interval of the observed spectra is
the result of the buildup of scattered signals of
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FIG. 5. Brillouin spectra from liquid mercury {a) and
gallium {b); the free spectral range for Hg is 0.55 cm
=392 channels; the free spectral range for Ga is 0.579
cm '=-400 channels. The ordinate is the absolute photo-
electron count rate. The dots are the accumulated sig-
nal. The shaded area is the region within one standard
deviation of a smoothed curve through the data points.
The solid line is the theoretical line shape [Eqs. {A2)—
(A6) ] convolved with the instrumental profile.
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in Sec. V.
The peaks following the onset frequencies could

be located with a +10 jg accuracy. According to
Eq. (3.11), they occur when

7 =q, =&,[sin(80) —sin(8~}]

= &,[sin(8, ) —cos(8,)], (4.1)

and are independent of the optical constants n and
By determining the frequency shifts Q.g at the

peaks and taking spectra with a different angle of
incidence 8, the Q,d =Q,d(q„)curves could be de-
duced. They are plotted in Fig. 6. In this may,
within the experimental errors, a linear relation,
Q,~ = vq„, was inferred leading to velocities of
sound v„~=(1.9 +0.4) &10' m/sec and Uo, =(3.7
~0.4) X10' m/sec.

Scattering measurements on liquid gallium pre-
viously reported by the present authors"' indi-
cated a lomer velocity of sound. The gallium used
in these former measurements was later analyzed
to be contaminated with mercury.

I

I
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0 I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. lO. l l.

47' IO Crn
'

FIG. 6. Measured acoustic dispersion curves for
liquid mercury and gallium; v is the velocity of sound of
angular frequency O~ and propagation constant q„;
the open circles refer to mercury, the solid circles to
gallium.

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMFNT

The theory presented in Sec. III ought to be tested
in four ways: (i) The polarization of the inelasti-
cally scattered light, (ii) the cutoff frequency, (iii)
the energy per unit frequency interval, and (iv)
the line shape.

The polarization dependence is determined by
the Green's function of Eq. (3.6). It is of a vector-
ial rather than a tensorial form. As was pointed
out in Sec. III, it contains two vector components,
one parallel and one perpendicular to the plane of

observation. For this reason, mhen it is substi-
tuted to Eq. (3.14), it leads only to polarized scat-
tering, mith no depolarized component. %hen the
incident light was polarized perpendicular to the
plane of observation, the inelastically scattered
light mas also totally polarized in this direction.
Within the condition of Eq. (3.4), the complex wave
vectors of the incident and scattered wave inside
the metal are directed parallel to the z axis so
that spectra should appear when the incident light
is polarized parallel to the plane of observation.
This mas experimentally verified.

The cutoff frequencies for the Brillouin spectra
are determined by q by Eq. (4.1). By varying q„
i.e. , by varying 8O, the Q.a =Q,d(q, ) curve can be
determined. It is plotted in Fig.6. A linear rela-
tion

ad =0,&, (5.1)

ean be deduced from the spectra taken from mer-
cury and gallium where it is assumed that q„cor-
responds to the peak maximum. The ratio of the
slopes of the straight lines in Fig. 6 is given by

(Uo. /UH, ) =1.9, (5.2)

and is equal to the ratio of the corresponding values
determined by ultrasonic techniques. However, the
present values of U«G, are 38% higher than the
values given in the literature. " This discrepancy
suggests that the dynamics of the fluctuations
in a region close to the surface are more compli-
cated than the simple model that is usually em-
ployed for an infinite continuum [Eq. (3.15)]. In
our theory [Eq. (A5)], q, corresponds to a peak
maximum. If, instead, we had identified the mini-
mum just before the peak with q„,then there mould
be a better agreement between the sound velocities
deduced in this latter way and the previous ultra-
sonic determinations. "

The number of photons per second per unit angu-
lar frequency interval scattered in the solid angle,
dQ =0.04 steradians (Fig. 1), can be calculated
from Eq. (3.14) combined with Eqs. (A2)-(A5).
Substituting the appropriate quantities and con-
volving the theoretical spectrum with the instru-
mental profile, yields a predicted value of = 5
~10 ' photons at co, —vo=q, U for scattering from
mercury (n„,=1.4, x„~=4.4, Is, ——0.9X10 6 m'/
sec). The corresponding value observed in the
scattering measurements on mercury is = 7&10 '
photons, suggesting that the coupling as given by
Eq. (3.13) is underestimated, or the phonon dis-
tribution close to the surface is increased above
that given by Eq. (3.15). Moreover, according to
the theory, the spectra from gallium (no, =0.89,
Ko~ =5.6, lo, ——2.7& 10 ' m'/sec) should be an order
of magnitude weaker than the one from mercury
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although spectra of equal intensity were observed,
Finally, the line shapes of the spectra shown in

Fig. 5 are compared with the predictions as ex-
pressed by Eq. (A2) combined with (A5). To this
purpose, the velocities of sound and the intensities
at the peaks are adjusted to their observed values
in Fig. 5. For 1iqu id mercur y, the s ignal-to-
noise ratio is too small to draw any definite con-
clusions about the line shape. For gallium, the
long tail, which occurs when q, v «{d,—wp 2Kk U

(Fig. 4), should appear as a large, nearly flat, back-
ground in the center of the spectrum due to the
overlapping of many orders. The actual spectrum
shows a smaller background than predicted. If the
damping I' would be one or two orders of magni-
tude larger, the peaks at ~, —~, =q, U would broad-
en and the rnatch would become better. However,
the absence of the long tail remains.

The origin of these discrepancies are again
thought to be the simple model employed for the
calculation of {~ap,(~, —cu, )j') in the region very
close to the boundary [Eq. (3.15)]. There are two

lines of inquiry which should be pursued in order
to make this calculation more realistic.

The first is the investigation of phonon reflection
at the interface which has been mentioned by Pine
and Dresselhaus. " However, the present authors
disagree mith their model. Pine and Dresselhaus"
employ a model in which the inelastically scattered
wave inside the medium interferes with its reflec-
tion from the boundary resulting in a line shape
that differs appreciably from the one presented in
Sec. III and would not match our spectra. This
reflected wave is used in our formulation to satisfy
the electromagnetic boundary conditions. Since it
does not appear outside the medium at the point of
observation, it should not be included in calculating
the energy spectrum at P.

The second area to be investigated is the assump-
tion of an electronic transition region within a fem
monolayers of the boundary. This transition layer
is presumed to introduce drastic variations in the
electrical conductivity at the surface. '9

VI. CONCLUSIONS

These observations from liquid metals have sig-
nificant implications for the use of Brillouin scat-
tering to study materials with quite general optical
properties. The small penetration of the incident
light is a unique probe of phonon properties within
a few hundred angstroms of the metal surface. In
order to analyze our spectra, we have presented
a theory which seems to be a good starting point
in that it describes the major features we have
seen. However, the match is not perfect. We have
tried not to minimize the disagreements, but
rather to emphasize them so that further work can
pxoeeed to narrow the gap between theory and ex-
periment.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we describe the derivation of
the lineshapes of the anti-Stokes and central. com-
ponents.

The conversion of the summation term in Eq.
(3.14) into an integral proceeds most conveniently
when we eonsidex the anti-Stokes term in Eq.
(3.15) combined with Eq. {3.14):

(~ ~ ) —g &(u's 4'0 flad (&)y &ad (q)) {AI)
(q, —2nk, )'+ (2ek, )'

Substituting the long-mavelength limits of Eq.
(3.18) in Eq. (AI) and converting the summation
into an integral leads, after considerable algebra,
to

f ((u, —(u, )
f~s (~'. —~0) =

Aq,

1

[[(cu, —~,)' —q', u']'~' —2nku )~+(2vku)' 12 (cu„.—&u, )'+ u4/I"'

(A2l )

in which

(A3)

2vwk, for n —z ~ &,

yak, for v —n

(A48)

(A4b)
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The jntegrai jn Eg. (AS) can be evaluated jn a
straightforward manner' and takes the form

(A5b)

1
~2($2 ~dR)1/4

jr=1 —q„v/((u, —ruo),

cos[-,' tan '(d/jj) J

for 0 ~«&1, (A5a)

s jn[g' tan-'(d/I ~ I) j

for -I «& &0, (A5b)

The derivation of the line shape of the broadened
central component proceeds in a similar w'ay by
using Eq. (S.18). It can be shown that'

(&e.) '

[(i &u, —(u, [/2' —q')'/'+2nk P+ (2K' )'

(2/XP/2

(l4's ~DI- 2X&w)

«r l~. —~,I~~2Xe', . (A7)
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